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1. How Sound Travels

All sounds come from something which

is vibrating. When someone hits a drum,

the skin of the drum vibrates. This

vibration consists of the skin of the drum

spinning outwards and inwards until the

movement finallY goes away.
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The drum is surrounded bY air and

:ach movement of the drum has an effect

: r the air around it. When the drum

crates it causes the air beside it to

:rate. When the vibrating air reaches

:Jr ear you hear the drum sound'

This sounds like a very long process

: -: we must remember that sound travels

= 331 m Per second. ln water, sound
--arels at 1,430 m Per second.

rrum ear

-1e movement or vibration from the

:--r to our eardrum follows a wave

::-3rn. However, unlike waves in the

:':1 it is not an uP and down wave and it

;r - rt visible. Our onlY Proof of the

drum skin vibrations
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existence of such sound waves is the

sound we actuallY hear.

Soundwaves can be illustrated as

follows:

This is a regular wave and could be a

musical note. However, if You bang a

book on the desk You could get an

irregular wave.

A piece of laboratory equipment used

for examining wave patterns is called an

oscilloscoPe.
Sound travels better through some

types of material than others because

they carry vibrations better. These include

water and other liquids and hard materials

such as metals or wood. Soft materials,

like cotton wool, soak uP the sound'

Sound does not travel though a vacuum'
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Tap your pencil on
the table.
Can you hear
anfihing?
fn this case the
table and the pencil vibrate. you can,t see
5, vibrating because ,n" ,r"*';;""'movement is so slight Out it rs 

"rlrnn allt ,, a sound *url or riurrti,r"g'rn]*n]"n
causes your eardrum to ,ib;;"r;;, 
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enables you to hear the .;;;;'*
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irregLtlar wave
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